GATEWAY CITIES COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

Transportation Committee
AGENDA
Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2021
Note Start Time - 4:00 P.M. Meeting
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
MEETING REMOTE LOCATION: VIA ZOOM
Register Here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_NzHc-

dWeT5OOIP5YIgP-yg
AGENDA REPORTS AND OTHER WRITTEN DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE ON
THE GATEWAY CITIES COG WEBSITE AT WWW.GATEWAYCOG.ORG.
ON MARCH 4, 2020, GOVERNOR NEWSOM PROCLAIMED A STATE OF
EMERGENCY TO EXIST IN CALIFORNIA AS A RESULT OF THE THREAT OF COVID19. THE GOVERNOR HAS ISSUED EXECUTIVE ORDERS THAT TEMPORARILY
SUSPEND REQUIREMENTS OF THE BROWN ACT, INCLUDING ALLOWING PUBLIC
AGENCIES TO HOLD PUBLIC MEETINGS VIA TELECONFERENCING AND TO
MAKE PUBLIC MEETINGS ACCESSIBLE TELEPHONICALLY OR OTHERWISE
ELECTRONICALLY TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC.
PUBLIC COMMENTS: To address the Transportation Committee on any agenda
item or a matter within the Transportation Committee’s purview, please provide
written comments by 3:00 p.m., January 6, 2021, via email to info@gatewaycog.org.
All written comments submitted will become part of the official record.
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA - This is the time and place to change the
order of the agenda, delete or add any agenda item(s).

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENTS – All written submitted comments will be read at this time.

V.

MATTERS FROM STAFF

VI.

CONSENT CALENDAR: All items under the Consent Calendar may be enacted
by one motion. Any item may be removed from the Consent Calendar and acted
upon separately by the Transportation Committee.
A.

Approval of Minutes – Minutes of the Transportation Committee
Meeting of December 2, 2020

CONSENT CALENDAR ACTION: A MOTION TO APPROVE THE
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSENT CALENDAR ITEMS.
VII.

REPORTS – MEMBERS AND STAFF
A.

Metro Matters, Metro Board Meetings and Other Topics of Interest, Oral
Report by Mayor Robert Garcia, Metro Director

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF
VIII.

REPORTS – COMMITTEES/AGENCIES
A.

Report on Metro Sub Regional Equity Program White Paper by Craig
Hoshijima, Metro.
1. COG Comment Letter on the Metro Subregional Equity Program White
Paper – Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO APPROVE COG COMMENT LETTER,
RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT, POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION
TO STAFF
B.

Report on Metro’s Recovery Taskforce Draft Final Report by Mark
Vallianatos, Metro.
1. COG Comment Letter on the MTA COVID Recovery Task Force – Karen
Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO APPROVE COG COMMENT LETTER,
RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT, POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE
DIRECTION TO STAFF
C.

Metro Technical Advisory Committee Update, Lisa Rapp,
Lakewood Director of Public Works.
SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF

IX.

MATTERS FROM TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS

X.

ADJOURNMENT

NOTICE: New items will not be considered after 5:30 P.M. unless the Transportation
Committee votes to extend the time limit. Any items on the agenda that are not completed
will be forwarded to the next regular Transportation Committee meeting scheduled for
Wednesday, January 6, 2020.

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT, IF YOU NEED
SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, PLEASE CONTACT
THE COG OFFICE AT (562) 663-6850. NOTIFICATION 48 HOURS PRIOR TO THE
MEETING WILL ENABLE THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS TO MAKE
REASONABLE ARRANGEMENTS TO ENSURE ACCESSIBILITY TO THIS MEETING.

VI. CONSENT CALENDAR
ITEM A

Approval of Minutes

Transportation Committee Meeting Minutes
December 2, 2020
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
OF THE GATEWAY CITIES COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
Wednesday, December 2, 2020
4:30 P.M. Meeting
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
MEETING REMOTE LOCATION: VIA ZOOM
Chair - MTA Director, Long Beach Mayor - Robert Garcia
Meeting called to order at 4:35 by Mayor Robert Garcia - City of Long Beach/MTA
Director. Roll call was taken by self-introduction.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Metro Board Director Mayor Robert Garcia – City of Long Beach,
COG Board President – Mayor Maria Davila, City of South Gate, Cinde Cassidy – COG
First Vice President – City of Avalon, Mayor Ali Saleh – COG Second Vice President City of Bell, Fernando Dutra – City of Whittier, Emma Sharif – City of Compton, Thaddeus
McCormack – City Manager, City of Lakewood, Karen Lee for William Rawlings, City
Manager - City of Artesia, Kevin Jackson – Assistant city Manager, City of Long Beach,
Sharon Weissman – Commissioner Port of Long Beach, Jocelyn Rivera-Olivas –
Supervisor Hahn’s Office, Kevin Jackson – City of Long Beach, Bill Pagett – Public Works
Officer.

OTHERS PRESENT: Nancy Pfeffer, Karen Heit, Joel Arevalos, Sandra Mora, Stephanie
Cadena– COG Staff, Mahogany Smith, Erica Copeland – CivicSpark Fellows, Luke Klipp
– Metro Transportation Deputy to Mayor Garcia, Chad Kim, Joseph Forgiarini, Mark
Dierking, Steven Lee – Metro, Andres Molina – WSP, Nina Turner, Theresa Dau-Ngo –
Port of Long Beach, Jayro Queme – City of Pico Rivera, Hugo Garcia, City of Downey,
Carter Rubin, City of Santa Monica, Joe Linton – Streets Blog, Norm Emerson, Emerson
Associates.

There was no general comment or matters from staff. The consent calendar was
approved.
Mayor Garcia started with announcing that the December MTA Board meeting will be held
on December 3rd because of holiday scheduling. He announced that Metro CEO Phil
Washington is heading the President-Elect’s transition team for the federal Department
of Transportation which bodes well for MTA as he understands the system in Los Angeles.
He also announced changes to the Metro board including that SGV representative John
Fasana is stepping down from the Metro Board and that there is a new second district
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supervisor for LA County, Holly Mitchell. He also discussed the loss of sales tax revenue
that is negatively impacting service and programs for the MTA as well as for cities.
Mayor Garcia announced that Joe Forgiarini will give a presentation on the NextGen bus
plan. He reminded the Committee that NextGen is a fresh look at the entire system with
the intent to improve frequencies and improve the ridership experience for riders. Joseph
Forgiarini discussed the extensive outreach and the workshops that were held in person
until the COVID interruption whereupon the emphasis shifted to online outreach.
Comments were generally supportive of shifting to a more frequent headways. People
were concerned with the loss of some of the services. Mayor Garcia discussed Line 460
that runs from Disneyland to Downtown LA that was considered for truncation but with
public outcry and support retains its current route. Portions of lines 611 and line 620 were
also retained.
Forgiarini went over the NextGen approval process that was adopted in October of this
year. Program implementation will begin in fall of 2020 beginning with the consolidation
of eight Metro Rapid Lines with local partner lines.
Mayor Garcia reviewed the Metro micro transit service explaining how this service
functions. The service is on-demand and has a $1 introductory fare, it utilizes smaller
vehicles. The vehicles can accommodate wheelchairs and bicycles. Service will roll out
in December of 2020. Past President Fernando Dutra asked if Metro Micro has received
any pushback from Uber or Lyft; Mayor Garcia responded not yet, probably because they
do not go over the whole network. Next question, how does an area qualify for a route?
Forgiarini did not know how an area gets involved. Forgiarini asked that such questions
be referred to Metro Micro staff. Nancy Pfeffer asked if cash is accepted fare; the answer
is no, strictly electronic purse or Tap Card. She asked that there be a follow-up on how
these services are doing after a few months and not wait for a year. Fernando Dutra
asked if the vehicles are electric, there is one hybrid unit, but they are currently running
gas power vans.
There was no report from the Metro TAC as the meeting was canceled.
Mayor Garcia asked for Nancy to present the Highway Modernization report – she gave
a background on the COG’s letter.
Karen Heit gave a brief overview of the benefit of the Motion and the redefinition of the
highway program guidelines as well as some concerns about the lifting of restrictions that
are in the letter. Heit indicated that the removal of some of the restrictions will be beneficial
in expanding the universe of transportation solutions but that the corridors outlined in
Measures R & M should be retained.
Mayor Garcia reviewed the public comment received on the topic and read the names of
all commenters. He asked if the COG’s letter is consistent with the public comments. Bill
Pagett, Public Works Director’s representative asked if the flexibility for the corridors
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should be retained. KH responded that the 1-mile limit corridor limit should be retained
along with the exception to that limit.
Mayor Garcia asked if the COG’s letter was inconsistent with the letter from the
environmental community. Heit stated that there were areas that were consistent,
however the COG’s letter was more specific to actual project requirements or restrictions
in the guidelines and that the comment letters were at a much higher level addressing
issues such as the relationship between auto travel, freeways and air quality impacts that
are well known and supported by COG cities. Therefore there is little conflict between the
two letters.
Mayor Garcia questioned as to whether the COG’s letter was intentionally neutral on
supporting the Motion. Heit noted that the COG’s letter was neutral as there is a lot of
benefit from the less restrictive funding and project definitions but there were a few areas
of concern that should be addressed such as removing language that is present in both
Measure R & M Ordinances and was prominent in the ballot measures. A question was
asked if other COGs had supported the guidelines. The SGVCOG staff analysis was
oppositional to the Motion, however, the SGVCOG Board did support the Motion. The
North County Transportation Coalition reflected some of the same concerns that are in
the GCCOG letter.
Mayor Garcia indicated that he supported the letter but would abstain from voting for it
and asked for comments from the Committee. He then called for a roll call vote which
passed with the recommendation to send the letter to the COG Board.
There were no other issues, the meeting adjourned at 5:25 pm.

VIII. REPORTS – COMMITTEE/
AGENCIES
ITEM A-1
COG Comment Letter on the Metro
Subregional Equity Program White
Paper – Karen Heit, Transportation
Analyst

Transportation Committee Meeting Agenda of January 6, 2021
TO:

Transportation Committee

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director

BY:

Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUBJECT: Draft Comments on the MTA Subregional Equity Program White
Paper
Background
At the June 2016 Metro Board Meeting, Director John Fasana introduced an
amendment to the expenditure plan to provide funding to all subregions
equivalent to the allocation approved by the Board for the San Fernando Valley
Transit project. The San Fernando Valley project was identified as $180 million
(FY15$).
“FASANA AMENDMENT to Motion 49.2 (June 23, 2016): To provide
equivalent funding based on the original allocation of funding (i.e., $180
million is 13% of such funding based on the San Fernando Valley’s share)
to each of the other subregions to assure and maintain equitable funding
(i.e., Subregional Equity Program).”
The funding for programs in other sub‐regions outside of San Fernando Valley
are now collectively referred to as the Subregional Equity Program. Footnote “s”
from the Measure M Ordinance provides guidance as identified below:
“This project will increase system connectivity in the North San Fernando
Valley and the Metro Transit System. Environmental plan work shall begin
no later than six months after passage of Measure M. To provide
equivalent funding to each subregion other than the San Fernando Valley,
the subregional equity program will be provided as early as possible to the
following subregions in the amounts (in thousands) specified here: AV
(Arroyo-Verdugo) $96,000; W (Westside) $160,000; CC (Central City)
$235,000; NC (North County) $115,000; LVM (Las Virgenes/Malibu)
$17,000; GC (Gateway Cities) $244,000; SG (San Gabriel Valley)
$199,000; and SB (South Bay) $130,000.”
Issue
In November, Metro staff circulated the attached “White Paper” on MTA
Subregional Equity Program (SEP).
This White Paper will become the
foundation for the actual Guidelines that will be presented to the Metro Board in
March.
In the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) financial forecast, SEP funding is
not available until 2043. There have been a few exceptions to that rule; the
Foothill Authority was allocated $199 million in SEP funds to help fund a bid for
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the Foothill Phase 2 construction and the South Bay Cities Council of
Governments is considering using $133 million in SEP to finance the Centinela
Grade Separation project for the Crenshaw/LAX Line. There is no discount for
funding advancement with the SGV request for funding.
In 2019 the Gateway Cities COG requested $60 million in SEP funds over a
period of five years to fund active transportation projects and other complete
streets components from the GCCOG Strategic Transportation Plan (STP).
There has not been a response to this request.
The attached letter provides comments on the MTA Subregional Equity Program
White Paper that should be considered in the development of the guidelines.
Recommended Action
Review, discuss and recommend forwarding this letter to the Board of Directors
for approval.
Attachments:
•
•

“A” Draft Comment Letter
“B” Subregional Equity Program (SEP) Guidelines White Paper
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James L de la Loza, Chief Planning Officer
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012

"ATTACHMENT A"

Dear Mr. de la Loza,
Re:

Comments on the MTA Subregional Equity Program White Paper

The Gateway Cities Board of Directors appreciates the opportunity to comment
on the MTA Subregional Equity Program White Paper. We hope that the below
comments and suggestions will be considered in the drafting of the actual SEP
guidelines.

Proposal
The proposed process for allocating
SEP funds to the subregions will be
comparable to the process for other
Multi-year
Subregional
Programs
(MSP). Beginning in FY2043, staff will
prepare
five-year
SEP
funding
estimates for the subregions, including
inflation adjustments. The five-year
estimate will be updated each October
and reflect any funding capacity that
Metro staff has identified and could
allow the programming of SEP funds
during the five-year period.

Comment
This
plan is
consistent with
the
programming of funds in 2043. There is no
plan to currently program funds although
exceptions have been made to fund project
shortfalls.

Funding capacity could also occur from
a reduction in Measure M funds
programmed for a capital project
resulting from a decrease in project
cost, cancellation or defunding of a
project, or provision of other local funds
to supplant the Measure M, as
identified and requested by a
subregion.

A project cancellation or defunding is a
remote possibility; however, it is extremely
unlikely that any project will experience a
decrease in project cost. In any case, this
action represents a funding substitution that
would be supplanting SEP funding with
other Measure M funding, decreasing net
funding allocated to the subregion. Unless
this is meant to imply borrowing from project
savings and repayment after SEP funding
starts to flow in 2043, this is a net loss in
revenues to the subregion.

The guidelines propose programming While it is appropriate that MTA staff be
of SEP funding if recommended by allowed to recommend programming of SEP
Metro staff and in accordance with funds, there needs to be recognition of the
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Board-adopted notice and approval
requirements, which include 120-day
written notice to affected subregions
prior to any recommendation and
formal approval by the subregion. The
Measure
M
guidelines
require
Subregional approval of subregional
funding
prior
to
staff
making
recommendations to the Metro Board.
Metro has previously approved the
programming of SEP allocations when
Board policy required consideration of
funding for a subregion and/or corridor
to address a project cost increase.

programming intent expressed in the
Fasana Letter of August 19, 2016. This
letter states:
“Attachment A of the Plan Ordinance
which addresses this language is included
here – note the line item #68 title "Subregional Equity Program". It is important
to clarify that because the assignment of
funds is to the subregional level, each
Council of Government (COG) will need to
develop a process for assignment of
these amounts among their constituent
cities. I therefore urge you be part of the
ensuing discussions with your COG once
necessary guidance on implementing
steps is provided - which is dependent on
voter's approval of the ballot initiative in
November”
This language clearly looks to the
subregions for development of programming
to the cities within the subregion.

The guidelines would also allow
advancing
the
programming
if
requested by a subregion or other
stakeholders and in compliance with
existing Board policies, including the
Measure M Early Project Delivery
Strategy (EPD) from November 2017
and the MSP inter-program borrowing
provisions in the Measure M Final
Guidelines. The EPD requires scoring
of proposals to accelerate funds based
on factors including the amount of local
match and the status of the project in
its development process, so long as the
acceleration does not negatively impact
the funding of other Measure M
projects and programs.

There should be an example identifying who
these “other stakeholders” might be? Is this
consistent with programming by the
subregions?
Is consideration of the amount of local
match for project acceleration consistent
with other Metro policies?

Metro staff will evaluate the financial As current interest rates are low, will there
impact
of
any
proposed
SEP be consideration for bonding some of the
programming
and
consider
the SEP request?
potential use of debt to finance the SEP
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that may reduce the immediate cash
flow requirement. Metro will accept all
proposals by subregions, provide
recommendations, and submit the
proposals and recommendations to the
Metro Board for consideration, which
could involve an amendment to the
Measure M ordinance.
The subregions may also request SEP
funding to deliver a project by
borrowing, or exchanging, from another
MSP that has programmed funding in
earlier years, in accordance with the
“Cashflow Management” section of the
Measure M Final Guidelines. Metro
staff will be available to provide
technical assistance to the subregions
in preparing any proposal to program
SEP funds.

This language would allow for borrowing
from other MSP Program balances. In the
case of Gateway Cities this would enable
borrowing from the I-605 Hot Spots
Interchange Improvements program, which
has unallocated funding available. The
funds would be repaid to the I-605 program
after 2043. Depending on the actual rules or
conditions of this funding mechanism, this
may be a viable option for Gateway Cities.

We appreciate the assistance provided by Craig Hoshijima in explaining the
white paper to COG staff and look forward to participating in the development of
the actual Guidelines.
If there are any questions, please give Nancy Pfeffer, GCCOG Executive Director
a call at 562 663 6850.

Sincerely,

Maria Davila, President
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
cc:

GCCOG Board of Directors

"ATTACHMENT B"
Revised November 13, 2020

Subregional Equity Program (SEP) Guidelines
White Paper (November 2020)
Metro Board Motion 38.1 from May 2020 requests “Standard and explicit criteria for how and
when a subregion’s SEP allocation may be accelerated to meet their needs”. Metro staff will
propose newly created guidelines that identify how the funds can be programmed and the
administration of the program.

BACKGROUND
FASANA AMENDMENT: To provide equivalent funding based on the original allocation of
funding (i.e. $180 million is 13% of such funding based on the San Fernando Valley's share) to
each of the other subregions to assure and maintain equitable funding.
On July 25, 2019 the Board approved the Motion by Fasana, Garcetti, Solis and Barger that the
Board consistent with the June 2016 Board action that created the Subregional Equity Program,
reaffirms that each subregion's Subregional Equity Program allocation as listed in the Measure
M Expenditure Plan (line item 68, note s.) is listed in 2015 dollars, consistent with all other
figures in the "Most Recent Cost Estimate" column of the Measure M Expenditure Plan. These
allocations shall be escalated to year-of-expenditure in accordance with the escalation policies
in the Measure M expenditure plan.
The Subregional Equity Program (SEP) is in the Measure M Expenditure Plan and is eligible for
Measure M and other funding sources. The total spending available for the SEP is $1,196
million from FY 2018 to FY 2057. The SEP was added late to the Expenditure Plan after all
other projects and programs were included and is currently programmed in the Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP) financial forecast beginning FY 2043 using Measure M revenues.
However, this is only one scenario of the potential funding sources and timing of investments
within the SEP.
In two prior instances, SEP funds have been programmed for use prior to FY 2043 – for cost
overruns on Foothill 2B in July 2019 and Crenshaw/LAX in May 2020. The existing Measure M
Final Guidelines and Administrative Procedures do not specifically describe how or when the
SEP funds can be programmed.

THE PROPOSAL
The proposed process for allocating SEP funds to the subregions will be comparable to the
process for other Multi-year Subregional Programs (MSP). Staff will prepare five-year SEP
funding estimates for the subregions, including inflation adjustments, with the current estimated
funding availability beginning in FY 2043. The five-year estimate will be updated each October
and reflect any funding capacity that Metro staff has identified and could allow the programming
of SEP funds during the five-year period. Funding capacity could also occur from a reduction in
Measure M programmed for a capital project resulting from a decrease in project cost,
cancellation or defunding of a project, or provision of other local funds to supplant the Measure
M, as identified and requested by a subregion.
The guidelines propose programming of SEP funding if recommended by Metro staff and in
accordance with Board-adopted notice and approval requirements, which include 120 day
written notice to affected subregions prior to any recommendation and formal approval by the

subregion. The Measure M guidelines require Subregional approval of subregional funding prior
to staff making recommendations to the Metro Board. Metro has previously approved the
programming of SEP allocations when Board policy required consideration of funding from a
subregion and or corridor to address a project cost increase.
The guidelines would also allow advancing the programming if requested by a subregion or
other stakeholder and in compliance with existing Board policies, including the Measure M Early
Project Delivery Strategy (EPD) from November 2017 and the MSP inter-program borrowing
provisions in the Measure M Final Guidelines. The EPD requires scoring of proposals to
accelerate funds based on factors including the amount of local match and the status of the
project in its development process, so long as the acceleration does not negatively impact the
funding of other Measure M projects and programs. Metro staff will evaluate the financial impact
of any proposed SEP programming and consider the potential use of debt to finance the SEP
that may reduce the immediate cash flow requirement. Metro will accept all proposals by
subregions, provide recommendations, and submit the proposals and recommendations to the
Metro Board for consideration, which could involve an amendment to the Measure M ordinance.
The subregions may also request SEP funding to deliver a project by borrowing, or exchanging,
from another MSP that has programmed funding in earlier years, in accordance with the
“Cashflow Management” section of the Measure M Final Guidelines. Metro staff will be available
to provide technical assistance to the subregions in preparing any proposal to program SEP
funds.
Upon adoption by the Metro Board, staff propose to incorporate the SEP guidelines into the
Measure M Final Guidelines and post these for public dissemination. Metro staff will be
available to accept and review any proposals to program funding in consideration of the
provisions of the Ordinance and Board-adopted policies including the EPD.
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VIII. REPORTS –
COMMITTEES/AGENCIES
ITEM B-1
COG Comment Letter on the Metro
COVID Recovery Task Force – Karen
Heit, Transportation Analyst
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TO:

Transportation Committee

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director

BY:

Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUBJECT: Comments on MTA COVID Recovery Task Force - Draft Final
Recommendations
Background
The Metro Board directed the Office of Extraordinary Innovation (OEI) to prepare
a COVID Recovery Plan. The Plan has been rolled out in two phases; Part 1,
mostly immediate and near-term activities and Part 2, longer-term Draft Final
Recommendations. The GCCOG sent in a comment letter on Part 1 (Attachment
“B”) and staff has prepared a set of comments for the Draft Final
Recommendations.
Issue
The Recovery Plan outlines the set of challenges that are facing Los Angeles
County; COVID 19 not being under control, continuance of racial and economic
inequities, record unemployment, loss of sales tax revenue and resultant
negative impacts on regional and local budgets, increased traffic, and increased
vehicle ownership.
The Plan makes a positive correlation between an increase in auto ownership
and reduction in transit usage. Transit usage was on the decline before the
emergence of the pandemic, therefore there must be more analysis done before
a causal relationship between a decline in transit usage and an increase in auto
ownership is assumed. An obvious question to be explored is the impact of
record low interest rates that may be the determinant in increased auto
ownership. Low interest rates and concern about health risks with transit usage
may be the cause of increased traffic and higher auto ownership. An additional
element that may be contributing to this phenomenon is the potential for a “new
normal” where employees continue to work remotely, reducing work related trips.
In addition to the content of the Plan, the COG staff would also like to better
understand the process for adoption and eventual implementation of the
recommendations. The Plan is wide-ranging, and its recommendations have the
potential to affect each other and ongoing Metro priorities, projects, and
programs. This includes those in the Gateway Cities such as transit and highway
projects and local return funding.
Attachment “A” includes a draft comment letter response to the Recovery Plan
Task Force Draft Final Recommendations.
Recommended Action
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It is recommended that the Transportation Committee review the policy, discuss
and make a recommendation to the COG Board.
Attachment:
“A” Draft Response Letter
“B” Part I Recovery Plan Response Letter
“C” Recovery Task Force Final Recommendations
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“ATTACHMENT A”
Phil Washington, CEO
LACMTA
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Attn: Dr. Joshua Schank
Dear Mr. Washington:
Re:

Gateway Cities Council of Governments Comments on Metro’s
Recovery Task Force, Draft Final Recommendations

The Gateway Cities Council of Governments would like to take the opportunity to
comment on Metro’s Recovery Task Force – Draft Final Recommendations.
This Recovery Plan outlines the set of challenges that are facing Los Angeles
County; COVID 19 not being under control, continuance of racial and economic
inequities, record unemployment, loss of sales tax revenue and resultant
negative impacts on regional and local budgets, increased traffic and increased
vehicle ownership.
Some of the Plan’s elements include project proposals that may be part of other
Metro initiatives such as the NextGen study or Congestion Reduction Program.
Several of the initiatives, such as acceleration of complete streets projects and
provision of new housing around station areas, require close cooperation with
local jurisdictions that have land use and local streets control. Language
strengthening this important partnership should be included in the plan.
In addition to the content of the Plan discussed in the comments below, we would
also like to better understand the process for adoption and eventual
implementation of the recommendations. The Plan is wide-ranging, and as
pointed out, its recommendations relate to each other and to ongoing Metro
priorities, projects, and programs – including those of concern in the Gateway
Cities, such as transit and highway projects and local return funding.
The following comments address individual elements of the Draft Final
Recommendations:
Recovery Plan
Recommendation
New and Improved
Services
Address increased
ownership

Issue/Concern/Questions

auto- The Plan asserts that there is an increase in auto
ownership that is related to a decline in transit usage. As
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Run express buses on
improved HOV and express
lanes.

Accelerate
networks
complete streets

of

Fully integrate transit in the
LA region
Offer incentives to reduce car
ownership

Improve station amenities

transit usage was declining pre-pandemic, factors such as
historically low interest rates may be fueling increased auto
ownership.
This goal suggests that are opportunities to apply express
bus service to improved HOV and express lanes. It would
seem that the universe of productive HOV and express
lane bus service would have been identified in the
NextGen study. The congestion reduction program is in the
process of identifying additional express and HOV lanes
and should have suggestions for additional corridors.
Physical improvements to actual express or HOV lanes are
a very long term process and should be identified that way.
Another concern is how express bus investments, such as
station infrastructure, would be funded and financed.
This is a very positive recommendation. The COG has
developed a masterplan for complete streets and has
identified 25 top corridors for implementation. Multi-agency
planning and coordination activities are ongoing and the
COG looks forward to integrating the COG’s work into a
Countywide plan. Hopefully Metro’s effort will result in the
availability of funding to implement these plans.
Fare-less structure needs to be evaluated in concert with
the countywide transit formula, system integration, and
express lanes/traffic reduction plans.
The incentives outlined in this recommendation would be
more effective if there is a nexus established between
decline in transit ridership and increased auto ownership,
considering the effects of the pandemic as well as
historically low loan interest rates.
As part of this recommendation, please also consider car
sharing as an alternative, and integrate the findings from
the “Metro Micro” micromobility pilot program.
Encouraging development of retail and other amenities is a
positive step as long as improving existing stations does
not compete with scarce transit funds needed for new
projects. This is an opportunity to engage the private
sector hoping to benefit from foot traffic. The impact of online retailing must be a consideration.

Responsive Metro
Improve public engagement Partnering with local and subregional agencies can
and strengthen rider voices
strengthen public engagement. The level of effort involved
with NextGen is a great example of what worked.
Gather more data on equity Greater data is always desirable and sharing of data
and travel patterns
valuable, providing the data, particularly rider data, is kept
secure.
Be more transparent
Expanded sharing of data is very desirable as long as
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there is data security practiced with riders or other users.
An example that would benefit the Gateway Cities would
be early and regular sharing with the COG of de-identified
data on performance of the Metro Micro service in our
region.
Vibrant Future
Accelerate joint development There needs to be language about partnering with local
and
transit-oriented agencies that have land use control responsibility. Metro
communities (TOC)
can assist with the development of TOC plans that assist
communities in planning commercial and housing
opportunities.
Expand region’s broadband With the potential for more workers remaining at home –
infrastructure
the expansion of broadband is critical infrastructure that
will effectively eliminate trips by auto, transit and other
modes. MTA could expand the installation of fiber-optics
during the construction of rail lines through partnerships
with private entities. Suggest adding language to actively
seek out and encourage these partnerships. In general, the
COG would appreciate more detail on how Metro might
implement this recommendation, in partnership with local
agencies.
Create green jobs and green Partnering with local agencies is critical to accomplishing
infrastructure
this goal especially with the water run-off. As Metro builds
rail and bus infrastructure coordination of run-off treatment
plans and activities with cities is critical.
Reimagine
Destination When the County reopens this is a needed activity and
Discounts
should be coordinated with local jurisdictions to maximize
participation. Local fairs, running events, farmer’s markets
are good points of contact.
Save Money
Study
reducing
capital This activity should already be occurring with the
construction costs
construction of MTA transit and bus facilities.
Build staff capacity
This activity is or should be an ongoing MTA activity to
balance the use of consultants with hiring of staff.
Use Measures M & R The sales tax ordinances are fairly prescriptive about the
ordinances
use of funds. Any changes or suggested changes to the
use of local return funds should be guided by the recipient
cities, many of whom are contemplating the use of those
funds for their 3% rail construction match.
New Revenue
Expand
commercial
and Over the years Metro has sought to increase lease and
lease revenue
advertising revenues with a mixed degree of success. This
revenue source is largely market driven and local
jurisdictions have control over the placement of digital
billboards.
Identify funding for incentives This recommendation invites creativity for funding including

Transportation Committee Meeting Agenda of January 6, 2021
to reduce car ownership

the imposition of fees.

If there are any questions, please give Nancy Pfeffer, GCCOG Executive Director
a call at 562 663 6850.

Sincerely,

Maria Davila, President
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
cc:

GCCOG Board of Directors
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1

The challenges we are facing
> COVID-19 still not under control
> Significant racial and economic disparities persist
> Unemployment in LA County is 4x higher than in 2019
> Countywide spending is currently down by 13% from 2019
> Metro’s FY21 budget is 16% lower than FY20;
capital budget is 1/3 lower
> Vehicle traffic is returning faster than transit ridership
> Vehicle purchases are rising

2

Now is the time to act
> Metro has been responsive in adjusting to the pandemic and our
financial situation is better than many transportation agencies
> If transit ridership stays low, car ownership rises and capital transit
projects are slowed, congestion will return with greater force
> Transportation in LA County was already highly inequitable prior
to the pandemic and these inequities are being exacerbated
> The Recovery Task Force developed recommendations to help Metro
and LA County combat these negative outcomes and to emerge
with better mobility and more equity than we had prior to this crisis

3

Task Force Goals
> Respond to the pandemic
> Recover after the pandemic
> Lead an equitable economic recovery for LA County
> Advance mobility without congestion as the ‘new normal’
after the pandemic

4

The task force identified 20 timely early action items
to help Metro respond and prepare for recovery.
These additional 17 recommendations build upon existing
initiatives and are meant to:

1. Improve mobility and advance equity in LA County
2. Help pay for these improvements

5
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New and Improved Services
> Run express buses on improved HOV & express lanes
> Accelerate networks of complete streets
> Fully integrate transit in the LA region
> Offer incentives to reduce car ownership
> Improve station amenities

7

New and Improved Services
Run express buses on improved HOV & express lanes
Benefits: New express bus routes, faster HOV lanes, more express lanes.
Draft Recommendation: Work with Caltrans to review minimum
occupancy requirements on select HOV lanes and run express buses on
these lanes; explore ways to rapidly implement more express lanes.
Implementation:
•
•
•

Metro Highways and Congestion Reduction team will work with Caltrans to identify potential
pilot corridor(s) and strategies
Operations will consider point-to-point express bus options for pilot corridor(s)
Government Relations will work with Highways and Congestion Reduction on any legislation
needed to change HOV requirements or allow express lane pilots
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New and Improved Services
Accelerate networks of complete streets
Benefits: Faster buses, safer and more comfortable bus stops,
more pedestrian space/priority, protected bike lanes.
Draft Recommendation: More partnerships to improve streets, such as
expanding LA Metro Speed and Reliability Working Group to other
cities; collaborating on master plan of LA County arterials; and exploring
innovative ways to plan and implement complete streets projects.
Implementation:
•
•
•

Better Bus Working group for bus prioritization partnerships and expanding bus stop amenities
Planning Dept to layer existing and new plans to show areas where complete street
improvements should be prioritized
Planning, Program Management and OEI to explore innovative planning and project delivery
collaborations
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New and Improved Services
Fully integrate transit in the LA region
Benefits: Easy transfers and trip planning, one map and one pass for
all transit providers in region.
Draft Recommendation: Build upon coordination with partner transit
agencies to give riders more service, convenient transfers, one fare
(or fareless) structure.
Implementation:
•

•
•

Convene general managers of regional transportation agencies and interdepartmental
Metro group, including Operations, Planning, Congestion Reductions (RIITS, LA SAFE)
to lead planning of integration
Conduct scan of current practices, plan for regularization followed by seamless
integration
Coordinate with Fareless System Initiative Task Force and TAP
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New and Improved Services
Offer incentives to reduce car ownership
Benefits: Support for residents who want to stay/become car-free or
car-light; avoid post-COVID surge in car ownership, congestion and
air pollution.
Draft Recommendation: Provide incentives like free transit passes,
mobility wallets and vouchers for bikes or e-bikes to car-free or carlight households.
Implementation:
•
•

OEI and Planning to analyze and identify package of incentives, learning from travelrewards pilot and surveys.
Develop final proposal
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New and Improved Services
Improve station amenities
Benefits: Better customer experience and higher ridership.
Draft Recommendation: Test more amenities and partnerships at
a Metro station, including more retail, bathrooms at the surface
level, technology that helps customers easily use the system;
expand those that work to other stations.
Implementation:
•

•
•

Planning, OEI, Operations, Test Station Working Group, OCEO (Customer
Experience), Communications (Art & Design) and Station Evaluation Program
Team to identify and test potential amenities using surveys, RFIs, pilots and
customer feedback
Planning and Operations to implement amenities more broadly based on test
station pilots
Better Bus working group to lead tests of and encourage implementation of bus
stop amenities
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> Improve public engagement and strengthen rider
voices
> Gather more data on equity and travel patterns
> Be more transparent
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Responsive Metro
Improve public engagement and strengthen rider voices
Benefits: Prioritize the insights and needs of our riders and historically
marginalized people, which will help improve service and project design.
Draft Recommendation: Foster public engagement with those most impacted
by our decisions, covering all major products, services and policies; increase
customer research
Implementation:
•

•

Led by Community Relations, with Public Relations, Marketing, Government Relations,
and Customer Care units, Office of Civil Rights & Inclusion and OCEO (Customer
Experience and Equity and Race)
Tasks include using metrics to ensure that we are reaching the most impacted
stakeholders; strengthening the role of the CAC and rider voices; documenting outreach
and feedback on Board reports; overhaul agency website UX/UI; and building upon the
Metro Art program by employing creative arts and cultural strategies.
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Responsive Metro
Gather more data on equity and travel patterns
Benefits: Use data on demographics and travel patterns to target services and
investments to advance equity and improve service.
Draft Recommendation: Increase the collection, management and publication
of data based on race and gender, income, limited English proficiency, and
ability across Metro's programs and services; purchase travel pattern data in
collaboration with RIITS to help with service planning and to baseline and track
progress towards Vision 2028 goals.

Implementation:
•
•
•

OCEO (Equity and Race), ITS and OCR will identify current demographic data collected by
Metro and plans and standards to gather more.
Congestion Reduction will purchase travel data through RIITS, with demographic data
where possible, and make it available to Metro and partner agencies
OCEO and ITS will develop dashboard and analytic tools
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Responsive Metro
Be more transparent
Benefits: Build public trust and internal planning and operations by
making more Metro information and data more open and accessible.
Draft Recommendation: Make Metro data and information more open
and accessible by developing and implementing an Agency Data
Governance policy; using a digital asset management system to
organize data; and publishing datasets to a central repository using a
standardized, machine-readable format.
Implementation:

• ITS, Records Management Center and Board Relations, Policy & Research will
work with departments to inventory existing data and current projects; and
pilot and adopt new systems to improve information management and enable
a clean central data repository and public open-data platform.
16

> Accelerate joint development and transit-oriented
communities
> Expand region's broadband infrastructure
> Create green jobs and green infrastructure
> Reimagine Destination Discounts
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Vibrant Future
Accelerate joint development and transit-oriented communities
Benefits: Let more people live, work and shop near transit; expand
affordable housing.
Draft Recommendation: Adopt updated Joint Development policy to
streamline the equitable delivery of new housing around transit and set
targets for more joint development; partner to increase transit
supportive plans, policies and programs.
Implementation:
•
•

JD Policy updates led by Planning with OCEO (Equity and Race) and OEI
TOC Implementation led by Planning with Communications, Government Relations, OEI, OCEO
(Equity and Race) and Program Management
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Vibrant Future
Expand region’s broadband infrastructure
Benefits: Expanding broadband infrastructure can strengthen LA County and reduce
disparities by helping with telework, remote education and e-commerce. Metro
operations and customer-facing services can also benefit from better high-speed
internet.
Draft Recommendation: Explore benefits, costs and methods of partnering in highspeed internet infrastructure in LA County.

Implementation:
•
•
•

Operations, ITS, Congestion Reduction, Facilities Maintenance, Planning (Real Estate),
and OEI to investigate feasibility
Pending feasibility, draft RFP to potential carriers for partnerships to utilize Metro
assets to expand digital network
Report back to OCEO and Board on proposals received
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Vibrant Future
Create green jobs and green infrastructure
Benefits: More jobs, less pollution, more reliable energy and water
supplies.
Draft Recommendation: Create green jobs by partnering with utilities
and other local agencies on sustainable energy and water infrastructure
projects.
Implementation:

• Environmental Compliance & Sustainability Department (ECSD) will explore projects
and partnerships with input from Program Management, Planning, Operations
and OEI
• ECSD will lead data management around emissions reductions
• Operations will lead links to Zero Emissions bus program
20

Vibrant Future
Reimagine Destination Discounts
Benefits: Helps rebuild ridership and keeps areas and destinations around

Metro stops and stations vibrant and healthy after being impacted by COVID-19
economic conditions.

Draft Recommendation: Promote taking Metro to culturally diverse events,
venues, and shopping easily accessible by Metro

Implementation:

• Communications (Public Relations) to lead plan to relaunch and expand
program after LA County reopens
• Work with OCEO (Equity and Race) to explore alternative tactics to attract
local, small and minority-owned partner destinations; with County Counsel
on rules for promoting and listing destinations; and Customer Insight &
Strategy team on focus groups/surveys to test new program features.
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> Study reducing capital construction costs
> Build staff capacity
> Use Measure R + M ordinances
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Save Money
Study reducing capital construction costs
Benefits: New transit lines potentially built quicker, more jobs,
increased accessibility and service to more customers, and achievement
of greater connectivity.
Draft Recommendation: Further develop and implement cost savings
and cost reduction measures currently underway and identify and
implement new cost reduction strategies which will, at a minimum,
enhance transit expansion without harming customer experience and
safety.
Implementation:

• Perform an internal Capital Cost Reduction Strategy Study led by Program Management in
collaboration with Planning, OEI, V/CM and other departments as needed.
• Study will develop recommendations for presentation to SLT, CEO and the Board of Directors.
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Save Money
Build staff capacity
Benefits: Expanded internal staff capacity can bring improvements
to services and programs.
Draft Recommendation: Pursue savings by utilizing existing staff to
perform core agency functions and build expertise where needed,
while maintaining use of consultants for specialized tasks, surges in
work or when there is specific benefit.
Implementation:*
•
•

Departments will analyze their staffing and use of consultants to achieve best outcomes and
seek savings
Departments will be supported by HC&D (skill development and hiring), OMB (funding),
and V/CM (procuring consultants) as necessary.
*have not identified lead dept
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Save Money
Use Measures M + R ordinances
Benefits: Help fund critical mobility improvements to respond to
pandemic .
Draft Recommendation: Consider the potential benefits of amendments*
allowed under funding ordinances:
•
•

Use of subfunds, building upon work of Highway Reform working group
Local return guidelines to enable jurisdictions to more rapidly respond to pandemic with
mobility improvements.

* Note that some amendments are prohibited by the Measures:
•
•
•

No transfer of funds between subregions
No transfer of funds between subfunds
No project acceleration that would negatively impact other projects

Implementation:
•

OCEO to lead consideration of potential amendments with Planning, Operations,
OEI, OMB and Program Management departments and input from subregions and
board offices.
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> Expand commercial and lease revenue
> Identify incentives to reduce car ownership
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New Revenue
Expand commercial and lease revenue
Benefits: funding for more service; customer experience improvements
like bus stop amenities; and community investments like affordable
housing and safe streets.
Draft Recommendation: Expand transit advertising, digital billboards,
sponsorships and retail; Explore leasing more property for joint
development, energy generation and wireless.
Implementation:
•
•

Led by Communications and Planning departments in collaboration with other relevant
departments
Update Metro's asset inventory; research/baseline potential revenue sources; issue RFIs
to determine market support for revenue strategies; and plan and implement promising
strategies
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New Revenue
Identify funding for incentives to reduce car ownership
Benefits: Fund fast, frequent buses and incentives for less car
ownership to avoid post-COVID surge in car ownership, congestion
and air pollution.
Draft Recommendation: Explore revenue sources, including federal
and state funding and/or fees with low-income exemption, to fund
transit and incentives to car-free/car-light households.
Implementation:

• Led by OEI in partnership with Government Relations, with assistance from
Planning
• Research potential revenue sources and develop recommendations
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We welcome questions about our work, reactions to our initial
recommendations and your ideas for how Metro can recover.
metro.net/recovery
Covid19recovery@metro.net
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